Project 10 Authenticating a Client Computer

For this project you are simply to connect a client computer to your server’s domain and authenticate to it using one of the user names that you have created on the server. You will need to have the client computer on your same subnet, 139.102.31.xx, and will have to do a Windows client log in on the client computer using the Client for Microsoft Networks client that you install on the client computer in Network properties.

I’d like you to document this is two ways with screen captures – on the client computer capture the log in dialog box with your information. Then on the server figure a way to see what clients are logged in to it and capture that screen as well.

I suggest that you use one of the unused Windows 98 clients in the network lab. If it has the Novell Client32 in it, first disable or remove the Novell client in Network properties. You might be able to use a machine in the 403 lab but the security in those boxes might prevent you from doing that. There is one machine in the back on the scanner that runs Windows 98.

Once you configure the client properly, this project should only take a few minutes. For full credit, document the steps that you took on the server to observe any attached client computers.